The effects of functionalizer chain length and water content were explored in a series of polyethylene/silica nanocomposites. Silane molecules with differing chain lengths (propyl, octyl and octadecyl) were used to vary the nanoparticle surface chemistry, while vacuum drying and water immersion were used to extract water from or add water to samples previously equilibrated under ambient conditions. Electrical conductivity was found to be highly dependent upon water content as were the space charge distributions. Both interfacial conditions and the overall charge transport through the sample were strongly dependent on absorbed water and, as such, were found to vary with time through exchange of water with the sample's environment. Changes to charge transport dynamics due to the functionalizer chain length were, however, subtle. The removal of surface hydroxyl groups appears to be the primary mechanism by which functionalization influences electrical behavior; this reduces water uptake and, as a consequence, modifies charge transport behavior.
INTRODUCTION
THE utilization of nanocomposites for dielectric functions continues to attract attention, both in terms of academic research and in connection with the technological deployment of such systems in high voltage applications. However, while the potential benefits of this strategy are clear, there is ample evidence in the literature to demonstrate that the reproducible production of optimized systems with attractive combinations of properties is problematical, particularly on an industrial scale.
Many researchers have already highlighted the crucial role that the nanoparticle/polymer interface [1] [2] [3] [4] plays in determining the properties of nanodielectrics. Indeed, it has been argued that without the production of a modified interphase region through local nanoparticle/matrix interactions it is difficult to account for the differing properties observed for micro-and nanocomposites of the same composition [5] . Surface functionalization has therefore been applied widely [3, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] in an attempt to manipulate nanoparticle/matrix interactions and consequent interphases. Typically, surface functionalization is considered in terms of its ability to reduce nanoparticle agglomeration in order to achieve a homogeneous dispersion of particles throughout the matrix. Several possible mechanisms exist by which surface functionalization may act in this way, but in most cases, thermodynamic interactions or chemical bonding [11] between surface functional groups and the polymer matrix are assumed. It is also possible to encapsulate individual nanoparticles completely in a polymer brush [12] , largely eliminating the possibility of subsequent agglomeration of the as-prepared nanofiller. Of course, functionalization also modifies the surface chemistry of the nanoparticles themselves, which leads to changes in the interactions that occur between nanoparticles when in solution [13, 14] . By applying two types of surface modification, some studies have even sought simultaneously to affect multiple processes [15, 16] . In the work reported here, rather than seeking to manipulate nanoparticle dispersion, we focus on how modified nanoparticle surface chemistry impacts directly upon the electrical properties of the resulting nanodielectric.
A topic that has significant real-world consequences with respect to the technological deployment of nanocomposites concerns environmental effects, including the influence of exposure to ambient water. Unfilled, non-polar polymers such as polyethylene are typically unaffected by storage under ambient conditions, whereas the extent of water absorption is significant in nanocomposites, even when samples are merely exposed to the environment. The location of absorbed water will then be determined both by interactions between the water and the nanoparticle surface and the solubility of the water in the matrix, such that a partition of the water between the bulk matrix and the nanoparticle surfaces occurs [17, 18] . In nanodielectrics based upon non-polar polymers, absorbed water can accumulate preferentially at hydrophilic nanoparticle surfaces [4] and, consequently, surface functionalization can readily change the water absorption behavior of the system [7, 19, 20] . Indeed, in the related publication [21] , we suggested that absorbed water is a critical factor in the performance of nanodielectrics and that slight variations in this factor represent a potential source of much of the variability seen in the literature [4, 7, 17, 19] .
In the case of breakdown strength, samples exposed to water always exhibit a reduced breakdown strength compared to dry equivalents [7, 20, 21] . When the breakdown strength of nanocomposites and the same unfilled polymer are compared, many examples can be found where the incorporation of the nanofiller (especially when nonfuctionalized) results in a loss of breakdown strength [9, 10, 19, 22] . Conversely, other reports indicate no change in breakdown strength either under DC [2] or AC [23] conditions, whilst others indicate increased breakdown strength with surface treated nanosilica particles under both AC [20] and DC conditions [2, 6] . Although variations in the quality of dispersion will exert some influence [6, 10, 20, [22] [23] [24] , this cannot be the complete story, as evinced recently in the case of systems containing non-ideally dispersed calcined nanosilica [25] .
Relatively few reports exist where electrical conduction is compared in nanosilica-based nanocomposites and the same unfilled polymer [6, 7, 26, 27] . While three of these reports indicate an increase in electrical conductivity when the filler is added [6, 26, 27] , one indicates increased conductivity only at high filler loadings (12.5 wt %) in samples that contain water, but unchanged conductivity both for dry samples and for samples with a lower (5 wt %) filler loading [7] .
In terms of space charge behavior, there are several reports of reduced space charge accumulation in nanocomposites when compared to micro-filled composites of the same formulation [28] [29] [30] . Other observations suggest that either heterocharge storage [7, 20] or homocharge accumulation [10] may occur in nanofilled systems.
Previously, one of us employed silane chemistry to replace hydroxyl groups with propyl moieties on the surface of nanosilica and then examined the effect of this on the dielectric response of polyethylene/silica nanocomposites [8] .
This showed that polar molecules, such as water, can be introduced in order to probe nanoparticle interfaces and demonstrated that changes in surface chemistry not only affect the uptake of water, but also the resulting aggregation state of the water. Subsequently, this probe technique was applied in an unfunctionalized polystyrene/nanosilica system [4] and, more recently, to demonstrate a change in surface chemistry via calcination in an HDPE/LDPE/nanosilica system [25] .
The study reported here and in the related publication [21] considers a polyethylene/nanosilica system in which the surface chemistry of the nanofiller has been varied through the attachment of an approximately constant density of alkyl chains of varying length. In addition, specimens with each functionalizer chain length were pre-conditioned in order to vary the included water content. Specifically, the objective was to consider the relative importance of nanoparticle/matrix interactions and nanoparticle dispersion effects on electrical properties compared with consequential processes related to substituting hydroxyl with alkyl surface functionality. The latter is expected to have a dramatic effect on interfacial accumulation of water molecules and, as a consequence, to modify charge transport dynamics through the system. The related paper [21] considered water uptake kinetics, morphology, dielectric relaxation and breakdown; here, we report on conductivity and space charge accumulation.
EXPERIMENTAL

MATERIALS AND SAMPLE PREPARATION
Full details of the materials used, surface functionalization methods and sample preparation are provided in the related paper [21] but, for convenience, the most important details are summarized below. The base polymer was a blend of 20 wt % high density polyethylene (HDPE) (Rigidex HD5813EA; BP Chemicals) and 80 wt % low density polyethylene (LDPE) (LD100BW; ExxonMobil Chemicals). The nanofiller was silicon dioxide (SiO 2 ) with a quoted particle size range of 10-20 nm (BET surface area 250-300 m 2 /g), in which the primary particles are present in a range of agglomerated structures [21] , which is likely to be a consequence of the nanosilica's production route. Silane functionalizing agents with different alkyl tail lengths were attached to these particles [31] to give the systems specified in Tables 1 and 2 . The amount of each silane used was in proportion to its molar mass, such that the number density of alkyl chains grafted to the nanosilica surface should be close to constant. The nanosilica and all silanes were obtained from Sigma Aldrich. All nanofilled samples contained 10 wt % of nanosilica and all samples were hot pressed into sheets 200 µm in thickness, crystallized isothermally at 115 o C for 1 h and then quenched in water [32] . This gives a morphology based upon a space-filling array of HDPE lamellae separated from one another by LDPE [33] . Previously, we showed that the inclusion of the nanosilica results in increased nucleation of the polymer and some disruption of lamellar growth [21] .
To vary the water content, samples were subjected to one of three pre-conditioning regimes. Samples were immersed in water, dried in a vacuum oven or stored under ambient laboratory conditions for periods of up to 14 d. In the case of the unfilled system, the water content was independent of preconditioning but, in the nanocomposites, the sample mass on vacuum drying decreased and asymptotically approached a constant value after >7 d, corresponding to the loss of between 0.37% and 0.53% of the initial mass, depending on the material formulation. On immersion in water, the mass of each silica-containing sample increased, asym ptotically approaching a value corresponding to an increase of between 0.70% and 0.82% relative to the initial sample mass over the same time scale.
CHARACTERIZATION
Samples for electrical conductivity measurements were sputter coated on both sides with 20 mm diameter gold electrodes and placed into a test cell containing opposing 20 mm electrodes. The testing system allows a constant DC voltage to be applied to the specimen and the resulting current measured. Two test programs were used: a stepped ramp voltage test, where the voltage was increased in 100 V steps with a 10 s delay between applying the voltage and measuring the current; a constant voltage test, where the voltage was held constant and the current measured every 60 s for 3 h. The applied voltage was limited to 8 kV (40 kV/mm) to prevent breakdown.
Space charge measurements were performed using a 5 Lab "Peanuts" pulsed electro-acoustic (PEA) system. A DC poling voltage of up to 8 kV was applied to the sample using a semi-conductive anode electrode, whilst a 600 V, 50 ns pulse was used to obtain measurements. Charging measurements were performed for up to 1 h, after which, decay measurements were performed with the specimen short circuited. All measurements were conducted under ambient conditions and the time delay between sample removal from the pre-conditioning environment and commencement of the test was minimized. Figure 1 shows conductivity results obtained using the ramped voltage protocol. Although, it is difficult to interpret such measurements mechanistically, they are nevertheless useful in providing (a) indicative data concerning differences in behavior between the different samples and (b) a means of choosing fixed voltage values to use for more detailed evaluation of different specimens. From Figure 1a , it is evident that the measured conductivity of the unfilled polymer matrix initially appears to decrease with increasing field (0 -10 kV/mm) before progressively increasing. In an experiment of this type, the measured current, and hence the conductivity, will depend upon numerous factors, including time dependent polarization effects, the nature of the charge carriers involved (electrons, holes, and ions), space charge effects, etc., as well as the field dependence of the conduction current itself. Consequently, the exact form of the data obtained depends on the dynamic balance of those factors prevailing in the system at any given time and on the residence time at each applied field step. Models of these complex processes have been developed. For example, Many and Rakavy [34] , in an early theoretical study, described an analytical approach to the problem of the time-dependent flow of mobile charge carriers injected at one electrode into the bulk of a solid, in the presence of trapping, under a constant applied field. Much more recently, Wang et al. [35] discussed charge trapping and transport in polyethylene using molecular modelling techniques. Here, computer simulations of an excess electron in various structural motifs of polyethylene led to an evaluation of the local density of states, which could then be employed via Monte Carlo simulation to predict the current-voltage characteristics of idealized polyethylene. However, in their overview of charge transport in insulating polymers, Teyssedre and Laurent [36] highlighted the fact that even the identification of the nature of the charge carriers in such systems is not trivial. Nevertheless, this publication did highlight one issue that is particularly relevant to the work reported here, namely, the potential impact of water molecules.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
VOLTAGE DEPENDENCE OF ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY
While it is not possible therefore to provide a mechanistic interpretation of the data shown in Figure 1 , this does nevertheless demonstrate that the imposed pre-conditioning regime and, therefore, water content, has a massive influence not just on the magnitude of the measured conductivity but also the measured variation with applied field. Comparing the different unfilled samples (CT1), it is apparent that all exhibit comparable behavior; pre-conditioning in vacuum or water has little effect on the conductivity at any given voltage. For all CT1 systems, the conductivity varies with applied field within the range 4 x 10 -15 S/m (close to the minimum measureable conductivity) to ~5 x 10 -14 S/m.
The behavior of all nanocomposites is, however, markedly different. First, all exhibit increased conductivity values relative to the unfilled reference. Second, in the case of both the ambient samples and those examined after immersion in water, the conductivity varies much more strongly with the applied field than in CT1. Third, at all fields above the initial range, the conductivity was observed to increase dramatically with water content. For example, considering the data obtained at 10 kV/mm, the conductivity increases progressively in the sequence CT1, NS3 (Dry 14 d), NS3 (Dry 7 d), NS3 (ambient), NS3 (Wet 7 d) and NS3 (Wet 14 d) from ~5 x 10 -15 S/m to nearly 10 -10 S/m. The behavior of ambient samples is closer to that of wet samples, indicating that in studies where samples have not been subjected to prolonged drying, moisture absorbed from the ambient environment will have a significant effect on DC conduction and other electrical properties. However, comparison of the systems prepared with the differently functionalized nanosilicas suggests that this factor is far less influential than water content.
TIME DEPENDENCE OF ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY
The form of the conductivity versus applied field plots shown in Figure 1 is strongly influenced by the various factors discussed above and, consequently, the variation of conductivity with time was examined. However, in view of the wide range of conductivities evident in Figure 1 , all measurements could not be conducted using the same applied voltage. Rather, in order to restrict the conductivity to measureable values (<10 -9 S/m) and to avoid any risk of electrical breakdown, which could damage the equipment, testing of the nanocomposites was conducted at 10 kV/mm, 20 kV/mm and 40 kV/mm for water-immersed, ambient and dried samples respectively. CT1 was also tested at 40 kV/mm. The resulting constant voltage conductivity versus time plots are shown in Figure 2 below.
According to the literature [37] , the variation of the absorption current with time often follows a power law relationship (Curie-von Schweidler Law):
where I is the current, t is the time after the application or removal of the external field, A is a temperature dependent factor and b n is a constant representing the slope of the log current/log time plot. However, in analyzing the current/time data obtained here, these results were separated into two time ranges; short-term behavior from 0 to 1000 s (Regime 1, characterized by b 1 ) and long-term data from 4000 to 10800 s (Regime 2, characterized by b 2 ). While this precise choice of time ranges is somewhat arbitrary, the results are nevertheless informative. The fits based on equation 1 were made over both time ranges and are shown in Figure 2 (dashed lines); derived b n parameter values are shown in Table 3 . In the case of the unfilled CT1 (Figure 2a) , the response is independent of pre-conditioning and, for all these samples, the data are close to linear when plotted on log-log axes. The gradient (and hence b n ) remains comparable over the short time and long time regimes, indicating that the conductivity varies with time in accordance with equation 1 throughout the experiment. Also, for the unfilled polymer, exposure to water has only a minor effect on the electrical conductivity, which is close to the sensitivity limit of our apparatus; the measured conductivity is comparable across the complete preconditioning range, from 14 d in vacuum to 14 d immersion in water.
Similar time dependent behavior was exhibited by all of the nanocomposites that were allowed to equilibrate with their environment (i.e. the points indicated Amb in Figure 2 ). For these ambient conditioned samples, the gradient of the log conductivity/log time plot again remains close to constant with a monotonic decrease with time, indicating that the behavior of these samples also conforms to equation 1.
Consider now the data obtained from the six nanocomposites that had been dried for either 7 d or 14 d. For such systems, there is a significant change in behavior between Regime 1 and Regime 2, corresponding to an increase in conduction current with time (this causes b n to decrease sharply, becoming negative in Regime 2). As such, these samples do not conform to the standard behavior indicated by equation 1; a similar time dependent variation in conductivity has, however, been reported elsewhere for nanocomposite samples that had been thoroughly dried prior to testing [27] .
Finally, the six samples that had previously been immersed in water exhibit yet another form of behavior, in which the conductivity initially increases over the first 2000 s of the experiment, before progressively falling. This behavior is reflected in a significant increase of b n in Regime 2 (see Table 3 ).
Thus, in concert, these time dependent conductivity data indicate that the nature of the samples changes during the course of the measurements themselves (drying of wet samples, water absorption by dry samples). Clearly, from both Figure 1 and Figure 2 , the absolute value of the conductivity of all nanocomposites is markedly influenced by their water content. In the case of the ambient specimens, they are in equilibrium with their surroundings and, for these systems, no significant variations in water content would be expected during the 3 h duration of the experiments conducted here. Consequently, in the absence of any other time-varying factors, the dependence of conductivity on time is of the conventional form, as given by equation 1. In the case of the samples pre-conditioned in vacuum, their water content is reduced significantly compared with the ambient value and, therefore, it is reasonable to assume that, during the course of an experiment conducted under ambient laboratory conditions, their water content will increase somewhat and the conductivity with it. In the case of specimens previously immersed in water, the converse argument applies.
Analysis of the water absorption/desorption data presented previously [21] , which in general will fall somewhere between Fickian and Case II [38, 39] , enables the magnitude of these effects to be estimated. Plotting the change in mass against time to the power of one-half yields reasonable conformity to straight lines, both for the absorption and desorption data and, consequently, there is no a priori reason to assume nonFickian behavior. The parameters derived in this way suggest that, for the samples previously immersed in water, ~3% and ~6% of the excess absorbed water is lost during 1 h and 3 h respectively under ambient conditions. For the sample conditioned in vacuum, ~9% and ~16% of the water removed in vacuum is regained during 1 h and 3 h, respectively, under ambient conditions. While the direct association of such time variations in total water content leading to time variations in electrical conductivity is qualitatively appealing, it fails to recognize the nature of the diffusion process. Clearly, changes in water content will, initially, manifest themselves most significantly at sample surfaces, with the evolving internal concentration gradient subsequently driving diffusion throughout the bulk. Even small variations in water content may therefore significantly modify water concentration at the electrode interfaces, impacting charge injection.
SPACE CHARGE
An extensive range of space charge measurements was therefore made to support the conductivity data presented above. For each combination of sample type and preconditioning regime, both charge accumulation and charge decay were measured as a function of time, leading to forty independent time evolutions. Only a small subset of these data can, however, be shown here. 1) Charge Accumulation: Space charge accumulation in the unfilled samples is in line with generally reported behavior [40, 41] and varies very little with sample pre-conditioning (consequently these data are omitted here). In contrast, all nanosilica-filled samples display significantly increased levels of charge storage [7, 10, 20] and, furthermore, the exhibited behavior is strongly dependent on sample pre-conditioning. Ions present in this system may originate from numerous sources, such as: synthesis and handling of the polymers used; additives incorporated during manufacture; specimen preparation; soluble impurities in the nanofiller itself. The fact that the unfilled samples exhibit relatively far less space charge suggests that all but the final point are likely to be relatively unimportant in the systems considered here. When taken as a whole, the most striking feature of these space charge data is the transition from heterocharge accumulation in wet nanocomposite samples to homocharge accumulation in vacuum dried ones, as illustrated for NS8 in Figure 3 . Figure 4 shows representative time dependent space charge data for the NS3 system after (a) pre-conditioning in water for 14 d and (b) after vacuum drying for 14 d; the behavior shown is shared by all of the nanofilled samples. From Figure 4a , it is evident that heterocharge is initially present near both the anode and cathode but, after about 1200 s, the heterocharge that has accumulated near the cathode progressively decreases, which results in a concurrent decrease in the amount of charge on this electrode. During the timescale of these experiments no equivalent reduction of heterocharge at the anode occurred.
For the vacuum-dried samples, homocharge is initially observed within the bulk of the material [9, 10] , as illustrated in Figure 4b . Packets of homocharge are formed and appear slowly to migrate away from the electrodes into the bulk of the material. Between the electrode charge at the sample surface and the homocharge packets, regions of reduced homocharge develop. Indeed, after 3600 s, some heterocharge is evident immediately adjacent to the cathode. No equivalent process occurs at the anode, within the experimental time scale used here.
Comparable space charge profiles to those described above have been explained through the interplay between two processes, which occur simultaneously [20] . Heterocharge production has been attributed to auto-ionization of water, whereupon, ions are formed within the bulk of the material. The resulting aqueous ions will generally be surrounded by solvation shell structures, in which nearest-neighbor water molecules are essentially immobilized by direct ion-dipole interactions [42] . While such effects will affect the dynamics of the system, they will not influence the charge density arising from ionization of water. It has been proposed that these ions then migrate towards the electrodes under the applied field, through the water shells at neighboring nanosilica/polymer interfaces [2, 7, 9, 20] . Simultaneously, a high electric field at the electrodes leads to Schottky injection of homocharge in the form of electrons and holes, the dynamics of which will also be affected by the nanoparticle/polymer interfacial regions. Indeed, electron trapping at nanoparticle surfaces has been directly studied using various simulation techniques. Kubyshkina et al. [43] examined the effect of interfacial chemistry on the local electronic structure in polyethylene/magnesium oxide nanocomposites. This showed that the substitution of surface hydroxyl groups with alkyl silane groups removed surface states associated with the hydroxyl groups and resulted in a 1.7 eV increase in the band gap energy compared to the untreated case. Elsewhere, molecular dynamics simulations by Quirke and Saiz [44] have recently shown that a polyethylene/nanosilica surface, where the silica has been annealed to remove surface hydroxyl groups, is characterized by an excess free volume which, as elsewhere [45] , constitutes a physical trap for an electron. We are not aware of any comparable simulation studies that have considered the influence of interfacial water on the behavior of charge carriers at polymer/inorganic interfaces. Experimentally, the PEA system measures net charge, such that the observed space charge profile represents the superposition of heterocharge from water ionization, homocharge from carrier injection and the electrode charge.
The space charge behavior of nanocomposite samples is evidently strongly affected by the presence of water. Although the exact nature of the ionized water is somewhat contentious [46] , the neutralization of charge observed at the cathode implies that recombination of positive ions with injected electrons (at the cathode) is more likely, or occurs more quickly, than the equivalent recombination of negative ions with holes near to the anode. The time delay between heterocharge accumulation and neutralization may be due to the mobility of the positive ions (H 3 O + for example, with its associated hydration shell), which is expected to be low compared to that of injected electrons. Also, as heterocharge accumulates, the local electric field at the sample surface will increase, which should cause the rate of charge injection to increase.
For samples that had been vacuum dried prior to space charge examination, it is likely that the same two mechanisms of space charge creation are present, but in the opposite ratio. That is, homocharge creation by injection at the electrodes initially dominates and as the sample charging time increases, more and more homocharge is created. This progressively advances into the bulk of the material, but does so slowly because of the low electrical conductivity of the system. The dip in homocharge that develops near to the electrodes may be related to two factors: reduced homocharge injection or superposition of heterocharge from ionization of water that is diffusing into the sample from its environment. That is, during the course of each space charge measurement, the sample will tend to equilibrate with the surrounding environment, which will predominantly modify the water content at the sample surface, until the entire sample reaches equilibrium. Charge injection is likely to be critically dependent on the conditions at the electrode-polymer interface and, consequently, although a change in the local water content adjacent to the electrodes would equate to only a relatively small change in the total water content/sample mass, as estimated above, this could nevertheless have a dramatic effect on the charge injection behavior.
2) Charge Decay: Charge decay after the externally applied voltage was removed and the sample short-circuited was measured for each combination of sample type and preconditioning regime. In the discussion that follows it is convenient to continue to refer to the electrodes as the anode and cathode, despite the fact that there is no externally applied voltage. Similarly, homocharge and heterocharge take their meanings from the polarity of the externally applied voltage, prior to its removal. Once again, the nanocomposite samples display broadly equivalent behavior regardless of functionalizer chain length and, consequently, only a representative subset of the data is shown. The unfilled CT1 samples are again markedly different in character to the nanocomposites, being relatively invariant with pre- conditioning. Figure 5a shows representative data obtained from CT1 after immersion in water for 14 d, which reveals a small quantity of residual heterocharge near the cathode, which decays only slightly over the time period considered.
Figures 5b and 5c contain complementary data that show the discharge behavior of the vacuum dried and water immersed nanocomposite samples respectively. From Figure 5b , it is evident that, in dried samples, the measurements are dominated by a large quantity of homocharge (negative charge density peak at ~50 µm; positive charge density peak at ~150 µm) stored inside the sample with consequent induced charges at both electrodes. Conversely, for all nanocomposites pre-conditioned under ambient or wet conditions, the amount of stored charge that could be detected during discharging was found to be minimal (see Figure 5c ). Where a measurable quantity of stored charge was seen, this was present as heterocharge just inside the material, which dissipated completely in less than 120 s. It was therefore not possible reliably to evaluate the relative effect of the different functionalizers, due to inherent experimental limitations. Rapid charge dissipation leading to low charge storage is consistent with the relatively high conductivity of these water-containing samples, while the presence of heterocharge is consistent with the space charge observed whilst the external voltage was applied and with the suggestion of auto-ionized water as an important charge carrier.
Hui et al. [20] have previously considered the influence of absorbed moisture on the space charge behavior of XLPE containing nanosilica. While this study did not report the dynamic effects described here, it did address the important role played by water and suggested the possible co-existence of water ions and electrons, both of which influence the electrical response of the system. Specifically, the paper suggested drift of water ions through the system, until they become blocked at the electrodes and appear as heterocharges, where they lower the charge injection barrier for electron emission. Since PEA provides a measure of the local net charge, the resulting contribution from both water ions and electrons/holes from the electrodes lead to multiple charge peaks, as shown most clearly in Figure 4b above. In addition to this, we also suggest that diffusion of water into and out of the system can be important, as seen in the time dependent DC conductivity.
Free, liquid water just above 0 o C is characterized by a dielectric relaxation process at 9.61 GHz and by a narrow Cole-Cole relaxation time distribution [47] . Evidently, the state of the water in the systems considered here is very different, as a consequence of local interactions [48, 49] . That is, scale effects can influence dynamic and thermodynamic properties such that they differ markedly from those exhibited by the bulk. In the case of constrained water, Neffati et al. [50] considered the effect of size on the depression of the thermodynamic melting point below that of free water and used the resulting melting curves to estimate the size distribution of water droplets in their butyl rubber using the Brun pore relationship between pore radius and supercooling. In this analysis, it was assumed that the first two water layers at the water/solid interface are unable to crystallize; a bimodal pore size distribution 1.5-3.0 nm in radius was deduced. Since the kinetics of water uptake is known for our materials, as is the specific surface area of the nanosilca, it is possible to estimate the thickness of a water layer, were it to exist as liquid water. The result is close to a monolayer, whereupon hydrogen bonding with surface hydroxyl groups would exert a massive effect on the dynamics [38] , as is seen [21] . However, it is more reasonable to consider the water to be present in a molecular form, dispersed within the free volume of the polymer, with accumulation near nanoparticles being energetically favored, as discussed by Hosier et al. [51] . Indeed Hui et al. [20] report significant freezing and melting point depressions for water in their crosslinked polyethylene/nanosilica system, along with the presence of water that did not freeze within the temperature range accessible to them.
CONCLUSION
The behavior of polyethylene nanocomposites containing 10 wt % of nanosilica, functionalized with molecules of three different alkyl chain lengths, has been compared with an unfilled reference blend. The rationale is that by varying the length of the attached alkyl chains, interactions between the nanofiller and the matrix polymer will vary. However, structural characterization of the resulting nanocomposites indicates that while the nanosilica increases the nucleation density and perturbs the lamellar habit of the polymer, these effects are not significantly altered by the variations in nanoparticle surface chemistry considered here. The inclusion of nanosilica does, however, have a dramatic effect on water absorption, whereby water accumu lates at nanoparticle/polymer interfaces and the DC breakdown strength is dramatically reduced [21] .
In the case of the unfilled polymer blend, electrical conductivity was found to be largely independent of preconditioning treatment (vacuum drying, equilibration with the laboratory environment or immersion in water); negligible absorption of water occurs in the unfilled system. Conversely, in all three nanocomposites, the magnitude of the conductivity was elevated and was found to be strongly dependent upon pre-conditioning treatment; that is, on water content. In addition, examination of the time dependence of conductivity demonstrates that, for samples that are not in equilibrium with their environment, anomalous variations of conductivity occur with time. The magnitude of space charge accumulation and its variation with sample pre-conditioning were also greater in the nanofilled samples than in the unfilled ones. The two space charge production mechanisms proposed (water ionization and charge injection) are both highly dependent upon water content and on the local strength of the electric field (both of which may be increased by the addition of nanofillers). Close examination of space charge data suggests that small changes in water concentration at the sample surfaces (as a result of diffusion of water into or out of the specimen) may play an important role in determining the observed charge transport due to their strong effect on the rate of charge injection at the electrode-sample interface.
The differences between the nanocomposites formulated with the differently functionalized nanosilicas were in general small compared to experimental errors and it was not possible to discern any consistent dependence of electrical properties upon the silane alkyl chain length. If any such dependence exists, it was dwarfed by the large-scale changes imposed by variations in water content. Consequently, we conclude that the primary mechanism for the marked variations in breakdown behavior, dielectric response, conductivity and space charge behavior seen in this study is variation in water content. At least within the systems studied here, it would therefore seem that the primary mechanism by which functionalization of the nanosilica surfaces with alkyl chains affects macroscopic electrical properties is not through changed interactions between the nanofiller and the matrix (variations in nanoparticle dispersion, changed interphase structures, etc.) but, rather, through consumption of hydroxyl groups, which directly reduces water absorption and, thereby, indirectly affects charge transport dynamics.
